-2headwiud-to-tailwind
velocity shear compounded by the downdraft
in the micrm
burst core. The rmulting loss of performance can be critical in the take-off or
final al>proacl] l)llmcsoffiigllt.
In response to microbumts
and other wind shear hazards, the l~AA has illitiated a two-part enbancernent
to its terminal area weather information
system.
The on-airport network of surface wind-speed and direction sensors -- I,ow Level
Wind Shear Alert System (L1,WAS) -- is being expanded from six stations to
cleveli or more and its wind shear detection algorithm reworked [5]. In addition,
a dedicated, microwave Terminal Doppler Weather l{adar (’~l)WR) [6] will be
deployed ata}~l]roximately
50air1~orts tollleasurc
tllcradar
rcflccLiviLyal]d radial
velocity signatur~
=ociated
with low-altitude wind shear.
Airport surveillance
radars were initially rejected as candidate
wind shear
detection sensors, owingto
perceived dcficicnciesin sensitivity and ground clutter
suppression, and inability to resolve near-surface thunderstorln
outflows with their
broad clcvatiou beams.
‘~o.the extent thaL these problems could be overcome,
however, ASRS would complement the dcdicatcd wind shear detection sensors in
three areas.
Airports with low tra~c volumeor
in regions with infrequent thunderstorm
activity may not warrant
a dedicated Tl)\VR
or enhanced LLWAS.
A
modified ASR could provide wind shear protcctiou at these airports at an
incremental cost small relative to that of the dedicated systems.
At airports equipped with LLWAS but lacking a ‘~DWIt, data from an airport surveillance radar could beuscd to reinforccl,l,WAS
wind shear reports
and to detect wind shear in operationally
significant areas not covered by the
surface station network.
At airports slated to receive a TDWR, additional radar wind mcmurcmenLs
fron..an ASR could help to reduce headwind-tailwind.shear
estimate inaccuThe siting of the ASR will often
racies rcsultin~ from outflow asymmetry.
provide a bet~er viewing angle-for
headwind-tailwind
shear memurcmcnts
along some runways.
Alternately,
data from the two radars may be comblncd to compute the total horizontal component of the wind vector over
arcss where radials from the two radars intemect at approximately
right
angles. In addition, therapies can rate of an AS]+ (12.5 per minute) would
provide more frequent updateson
wind shear than are currently planned for
in the TDWR scanning schedule.
Recognizing these potential benefits, the ASR-9 program office has sponsored
investigation
of the radar’s wind shear detection capability.
Initial work used
data from meteorological Doppler radam and operational ASRsto
develop candidate signal proce=ingsequencw
and toanalyze
their expected performance
[7,8].
l~avorable rmults from these analyses led us in 1986 to deploy an experimental
ASR-8 near Huntsville, Alabama.
Theradart ransmittcr
was modified to provide
better stability and the capability to transmit either a constant pulse repctiLion
frequency (PRF) waveform or the alternating
PRF sequence used by the ASR-9.
A time-series data acquisition system allowed for simultaneous
recording of inphase and quadrature
signals out to a maximum instrumented
range of 60 nmi.
This broad band recording capability has facilitated comparative
evaluation
of
various signal proce=ing techniques.
To provide rcfcrcnce memurcrncntsof
thunderstorm reflectivity and wind patterns, apcncil-beam
Doppler weather radarwm
colocatcd with the ASR-8.
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Parameters
of the ASR-9 arc outlined
in Table 1. lrcrtically
displaced
fccdborus produce two antenna patterns, shifted in elevation angle by 4.J0. The
aircraft detection channel utilizes the higher beam at short raugc to rcducc ground
clutter, with a switch over to low beam usage beyond about 10 nmi. While the
radar’s transmitted
power, operating frequency and reccivcr parameters
are wellsuitcd to wcatbcr scusing, its broad elevation beam pattcr]l and rapid w~imuthal
antenna scanning have significant impact on wind shear detection as described
below.

Y.rafzsmitter
Frequency
Polarization
Peak Power
I’UISCWidth
Block-Staggered
CPI Icngtbs
)Ic)
lieceiver
Noise Figure
Sensitivity
I) Word Size
A?ltclma
Elevation Bcamwidth
Azimuth Beamwidtb
Power Gain
otatla
Rate

2.7-2.9 G1Iz
I,iIlcar or Circular
1.1 MW
] .0 /1S
8 pUl~c~ 10 PUISCS
972 s
12 50 s–’
4.1 dB (max)
-108 dBm
12 bit
4.8” (rnin)
,,4.
34 dB
12.5 ~ , M

Onc issue is the ability of an ASI? to measure CC11OCS
from wind shear events
Tbc reflectivity density of meteorological
with low radar cro~-section
densities.
targets is normally expressed in terms of the radar rcflectiw’ty /actor. Expressed in
decibel units (dBz tbc reflcctivit~ factor for clear air scatterers such m insects or
refractive index in k omogeneities IS 10 dBz orless. Mist or light rain return ccboes
of 20-30 dBz while maximum reflectivitics in severe thunderstorms
can exceed 70
dBz. Mlcrobumts in most parts of the country occur in association with heavy
rain so that at Icast part of the outflow wind region is associated with high radar
may occur
reflectivity.
In the high plains of the U. S., bowcvcr, “dry” microbursts
when rain falls through a deep, dry sub-cloud layer before reaching the ground.
RcflectiviLy factors =ociatcd
with these events are in tbc range O to 30 d13z.
Airport surveillance radars employ sensitivity time control (STC) to prevent
Iargc targets such as ground clutter from saturating
the rccciver or A/D converters at short range.
The limit for detection of low reflectivity
thunderstorm
outflows is therefore a function of the chosen STC setting m well as radar
Figure 2 plots tbc minimum
transmitter,
antenna and receiver characteristics.
detectable weather reflectivity factor (=uming
O dB SNR requirement)
versus
range for an ASR-9. The calculation msumcs STC attenuation
which varies as
tbc inverse square of range, with a cutoff at 23 km. Wc bavc SIIOWII[9] that, for
reprcscntativc
ground clutter environments,
this setting is a reasonable cboicc for
minimizing saturation
in the low beam rccciving cbauncl. The curves also include
“bca,rnfilliug” loss which accounts for that portion of tbc trausrnittcd
energy which

I
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does ]]ot intcrccpt shallow, near-surface
tbundcrsborm
outflows.
‘Jibe diflercnt
curves are for high (d%bed) and low (solid) receiving beams, assuming outflow
dcptbs.. of 300 m or 500 m. Such values arc rcprcscatative
of tbc depth of micrc>
burst outflows [10].
Given the on-airport
location of ASIts, microbumt
detcctiol! is operationally
relevant only over the range interval 0-12 km. ‘~brougbout this area, microburst
outflows with reflectivity factor greater than about 10 dllz will bc mcssurablc
with the low receiving beam. Using the same S’~C function, high beam sensitivity
is about 10 d13 poorer at 12 km range, owing to greater beamfilling loss. We conclude that in environments
such m tbc high plains, inadequate sensitivity
]uigllt
prevent an ASR from detecting some microbursts
that arc not accompanied
by
rain at the surface. Ilowevcr, for the large areas of the U.S. wbcrc cssclltially all
microbursts occur in heavy rain, an ASR’s sensitivity would bc sufficient.
‘~hc need to maximize power rcccivcd from near surface outflow Iaycrs relative
to scatterers aloft dictatm that tbc low rcceivi]lg beam of an ASlt bc used for
wind shear detection, even at short range. ‘~bis would result in intcusc gronl]d
clutter.
Gfound
clutter
mcasuremcllts
from our IImltsvillc
AS12 bavc been
analyzed 8] to quantify the performance of a specific clutter suppression scbemc.
A bank o‘I I~lR high-pass filters was used to allow “adapLivc” selection of tbc filter
transfer function based on the i]~tcl]sity of clutter a]ld of \vcatllcr in each rcsolntion cell. ‘~his procedure minimizes distortion of tbc weather echo spectrum in tllc
filtering process. The clutter filters operate coherently across the I’RIP transitions
of the ASR-9’S waveform [7].
Figure 3 illustrates conclusions from the analysis. Ilcrc, simulated signals from
a “microburst” have been combined with the measured ground clutter distribution
at our Iluntsville test site to map out areas where the wind shear signatnrc could
bc successfully extracted from clutter.
The simulation took into account tbc st~
chastic nature of echoes from ground clutter as WCII as the described signal pro
cessing approach.
‘~hc area obscured by ground clutter is Plotted =sunling nlicr@
burst reflectivity factors varying from 10 to 30 d~z. When the reflectivity factor
excccds about 20 dBz, areas of clutter-induced
obscuration
arc suficicntly
fragmented that a microburst signature would normally bc recognizable.
Conversely,
recognition of very low reflectivity microbursts
at ranges 1=s than 6 km may be
difficult owing to ground clutter residue.
A third problem for accurate low altitude velocity mcasurcrncnt with an A.SR
results from the bias introduced
when energy is scattered into tbc elevation fan
beam from precipitation
aloft.
This overhanging
precipitation
normally b= a
radial velocity markedly different from that in the outflow Iaycr. As a result, the
power-weighted
mean Doppler velocity -- the conventional
weather radar radial
wind wtimator -- would bc intermediate
bctwccn tbc outflow velocity and winds
aloft.
Figure 4 shows examplw of velocity spectra measured vitb tbc tcstbcd ASR at
the point of strongest
outflow winds in Iluntsville
microbursts.
Ilotb high
The plots in the left column
(dashed) and low (solid) beam spectra are displayed.
are for the approaching
core and those in the right for the corresponding receding
core. ‘~hc spectra have been normalized to have the same integrated area. For
refercncc, low elevation angle (0.7 degree) radial velocities measured at tbc sa.mc
locations and times with the colocatcd pencil beam radar arc indicated by d~sllcd
vertical lines.

5

Relative to the pencil bcaln mcasurcmcnts,
these spectra show significant RMS
width (2-10 m/s) owing to tile ASR’S elevation beam pattern and the strong vertical shear in the wind field above microbursts.
As a result, power weighted mcau
velocity estimates are significantly
displaced from tbc pencil beam mcasuremel~t;
the result is an undcrcstimatc
of wind shear m measured by the ASR which is
greater for the high beam than the low beam, and which generally increases with
range.
Signal processing techniques to overcome this problcm separate spectral cOnlponents associated with low elevation angles from tbosc produced by winds aloft.
This can be accomp]islled by comparing
the amplitude
and/or phase of signals
As shown in
received in the low rceciving beam with tbosc in the high beam.
Figure 5 an ASR’S low and high beam alnplitude patterns differ significantly at
elevation angles below 5° with the difference increasing monotonically
towards tbc
hori Zon. in addition,
the vertically
displaced
feedhorns
produce au “intcrfcromctric” phase diflerencc between signals in the two channels Tvbich varies
roughly linearly with elevation angle.
Comparison of tllc measured po~vcr spectra in Figure 4 with tbc antenna gain
patterns in Figure 5 immediately
suggests onc method for tlscriminating
between
signal components from low and high elevation angles. AS wO~lld be c~l~cctcd, tllc
power spectrum density (l’ SD) of low beam signals significantly .cxceeds that of
high beam signals for velocity components
at the measured near-surface radial
velocity. One algorithm [11,12] for exploiting this diffcrcncc involves:
O) transforming
high and low beam signals into the frequency domain followed
stable I’SD estiby incoherent
averaging in range to generate acceptably
mates;
~i) subtracting the high from the low beam 1’S1);
~ii) ~$;~j~~e{gp$;:r;l>ositive
lobe in the difference spectrum with the greatest
fiv) calculating

the power weigbtcd

mean of this lobe.

An analogous procedure [13] eliminates
the computationally
cxpcnsivc timcfrequency transformation
required above. Consistent with many of the measured
spectra, the power spectrum of ASlt weather signals is modeled as a summation of
t~vo Gaussian-shaped
components with unknown amplitude, center frequency and
width.
Solutions for these parameters
can be obtained
from measurements
of
lower order lags of the low and high beam signal autocorrclation
functions.
The
center frequency of the “low altitude”
Gaussian spectrum
component gives the
desired near surface radial velocity estimate.
A third approach [14] exploits the elevation angle-dcl)cndent
phase difference
between high and low beam signals to determine the height a%ociatcd with cacb
measured spectrum
component
in rcceivcd signals frOnl all ASR.. Tllc crossspectral density of high and low bcarn signals providm the appropriate
frequency
resolved phase memure.
As seen from Figure 5, the high-low beam differential
phase is single-valued for the elevation domairl from 2.5” below to 11“ abOvc the
nose of the low beam. Examination
of the antenna gain patterns suggests that
am~]guitics at higher angles can be resolved up to about 20” by comparing low
and high beam power spectrum densities.
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AUTOMATIC
GENC12

RECOGNITION

OF l~MAARDOUS

VELOCI’~Y

D~R-

An algorithm for computer recognition
of hazardous
divergence in a singlel>oppler radial velocity field is described by Me~~itt [1s]. ‘fhe algo~itllrn initi~lly
searches along radials to identify segments
of sustained
increme in veloclty,
corresponding to a headwind loss for a penetrating
aircraft.
Th=c segments are
grouped in azimuth
and subjected
to IOOSC temporal
continuity
requirements
before declaring a microburst alarm.
Initial end-to-end testing of ASR-based
microburst
detection has applied this
algorithm to radial velocity fields estimated
as in tbc prccedlng discussion.
To
reduce off-line data processing tirnc, our evaluation
sampled the available data
typically on!y onc or two of the 12.5 scans
from the cxpcrimcntal AS]? sparsely;
pcr minute were pnsscd through tbc data procmsl~g sequence of cl.u}tcr-filtering,
low-altitude
velocity estimation
and a~ltolnaLi~, lnlcrOb~lrst rccog.nltl:n.
!Iar}l)s
from the detection algorithm were then “scored using a simple lnt-m)ss critcrlon
with respect to microburst
locations determined
manually from the pencil beam
weather radar data.
Table 2 summarizes results of scoring on a scan by scan bmis using the dual
Gaussian parametric method dcscribcd above for velocity estimation.
All micro
bursts during 1988 that were ccntcrcd within tbc operationally
significant region
The analysis treated 35 different
extending 12 km from the radar were scored.
microbul%ts using 600 scans of data ffom the experimental
ASlt. I,isted performance metrim are:
signatures
~) p!o}ability
of detection -. the nurnbcr of detected microburst
dlvlded by the total number of microburst signatures;
oi) p~obatility
of false alarm -- the number of algorithm alarms not =ociaLed
with microbursts divided by the total number of alarms;
fiii) bi~ -- the average difference between ASR-bmed
and pencil beam radar
microburst diflercnti al velocity =tim atcs;
fiv) root mean squared (RMS) diffcrcncc between the pencil beam radar and
ASR-based velocity differential cstim ates;
These metrics arc tabulated
separately for all microbursts
and for the subsets of
more operationally
significant microbursts
with differential velocities greater than
15 and 20 m/s. As with almost all IIuntsville microbursts,
the events considered
were characterized by high radar reflectivity.

‘1’llesc statistics indicate a highly useful “wet” microburst detection capa~llity
a modified airport surveillance radar. l>ctcction and false alarm probabilities

for
arc

-7uniforluly within the 0.9/0.1 limits of tile 1,’AA’s ‘J’DWR system requirements
statement.
llstimates
of radial velocity divergence ill.. the dctcctcd rnicrobursts
diflcr on average by 3 to 5 m/s from the closest (in time) available measurements
with t,he pencil beam weather radar.
Similar results al,ply to detection alg~
ritbm performance
using the spectral diflcrcncing based ASR velocity estimates
[13] and for data collected during the 1987 thundemtorm
se=on [12]. Statistical
analysis of the perform ancc of t be cobcrcnt cross-spectral
velocity estimator
is
ongoing and will be reported in a future publication.
RJ3QU1RED

RADAR

MODIFICATIONS

J+’igurc 6 is a schematic of the currcut signal paths in an ASJ?-9 from the
antenna to the A/l) converters.
When tbc radar is transmitting
linearly polarized
(1,1’) signals, both the aircraft detection
processor and the six-level weather
reflectivity channel receive signals from the samesense
polarization
ports on tbc
antenna feeds. Both high and low beam signals arc brought through the rotary
joint in wavcguide and a single set of A/J) converters arc switched between the
beams in a range-azimuth
gatcd (RAG) mode. When circularly polarized (CP)
signals arc transmitted,
the target channel continues to receive same-sense polarized data while weather proemsing is accomplished using signals from the orthog~
nal antenna ports. Only onc RF path through the rotary joint is available for the
opposite-sense
signals so that RAG switching bctwccn the high and low beams
must be accomplished on the antenna.
Figure 7 shows modifications to these paths that would allow for acquisition of
low beam signals at short range ~ required for wind shear detection.
Iror LP
operations, the single-pole, double-throw
switch between the high and low beams
would be replaced by a double-pole, doubl.c-throw switch. This would shunt lowbeam signals to the wind shear processor for the range interval over which the
target channel employs high beam signals. A separate STC module, receiver and
A/D converter pair would be installed for this path. J-Jigh beam data would be
simultaneously
available to the weather processor from tbc target channel A/D
converters.
If the target channc]’s JIAG program required a switch to low beam
data within the range of operational
concern for wind shear mc=urements,
the
indicated paths would reverse; tbc dedicated weather receiver would accept high
beam data whereas low beam signals would enter the wind shear processor via the
target channel A/D converters.
When the radar transmits
Cl> signals, the weather channel reccivcr would be
switched to the single Jtlr path from the orthogonal-sense
antenna ports. Ifigb or
low beam signals could be acquired over any range interval dwircd.
Without a
change to the rotary joint, it would not be possible to simultaneously
access high
and low beam orthogonally
polarized signals, thus precluding the use of the phase
diflerencing method dmcribed above. I{owcver, amplitude comparisons -- such as
the spectral diflerencing and autocorre]ation
based methods -- could be accon~plishcd by switching bctwccn the high and low beams on alternate antenna scans.
The radar hardware nccdcd to implement the necessary changes consists tber~
fore of switcbcs, a receiver chain and A/D converters.
I,ocal oscillator signals
must bc extracted from the exciter chain and suitable microwave plumbing provided.
k

part of our field measurement

prograln

we bavc deployed

a real-time

signal

processing system at the test bed ASR that implements
the processing scqucn ce
described in this report. The systcm uscs VM13 compatib]c single-board colnputem
for control and microburst detection algorithm processing.
Signals froln the resolution cells of interest are distributed
among six array processing boards, each of
which can achieve computational
loads of 20 million floating point operations pcr
second. Displays are geucrated of the reflectivity and radial velocity fields to a.
range of 30 km with overlays indicating the location and intensity of autonlatically dctectcd rnicroburst
outflows.
‘rhc system wm built from commercially
available computing equipment at a cost of roughly 120 thousand dollars.
SUM-Y
Analysis and a field rncasurcmcnt
program bavc demonstrated
that a Suitably
modified airporL surveillance
radar could provide high confidence detection of
II]icrobumts ~xociatcd with surface rain. Since these “wet” microbursts have bccu
involved in all fatal wind shear-related
air-carrier accidents to date, this capability
WOU1
d represent a signi ficaut safety benefit for airports not protected by other s~stcms. At high priority airports, integration
of wind measurements
from an airport surveillance radar with data from TDWR or I,J.WAS could in some circumstances improve the quality m]d/or timeliness of wind shear alarms from the
dedicated sensors.
Our current efforts arc directed towards refined undcrstandlug
of an ASRS
wind shear detection capability and cvcntua] implementation
in the A’~C system.
Jfield memurcments
with the expermenta] ASR will continue at sites near J{ansss
City (1,989) and Orlando, l~lorida (1990). Data to quantify the capability of an
ASI? to measure the strong, operationally
significant gust fronts that occur in the
mid-western
and westcru U.S. have been obtained at tbc J<ansss City site. Jn
wc arc simulating
ASJl signals
from ]ow-reflectivity
mlcrobursts
addition,
observed during data collection with Uncoln J,aboratory’s
‘~DWR test radar in
Denver; these will allow for a better understanding
of the extent to which an ASlt
could detect dry microbumts.
Ongoing discussion involving the l~AA and supporting research organizations is
attempting
to clarify the extent to which ASR-based wind shear detection will bc
used within the National Ai~pacc System (NAS). l>ossible implementations
arc
as a retrofit to the new ASR-9’s and/or
a built-in capatillity
for the ncxtgeneration ASR-1OS, with the operational
mission described previously.
In our
opinion, the obvious benefits and demonstrated
wind shear detection capatillity
justify deployment on both current and future ATC terminal radars.
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